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MESSAGE FROM THE DIRECTOR 
 

MANA MAGAZINE THIS MONTH asked 
me to reflect on the development of 
the Maori film industry, and in 
particular pick my five favourite Maori 
films of all time. My first two thoughts 

were to think of the breadth and depth of Maori talent out 
there, and how difficult it would be to whittle my list down 
to five. I sat down with my thoughts, and came to arrive at 
five dramatic features, one short film and a documentary.  
I listed  what are arguably the seven most groundbreaking 
Maori films, one for each star of Matariki. 
 

With the outstanding exception of Ramai Hayward and her 
creative marriage to Rudall Hayward, it wasn’t until the 
early 1980s that Maori  began to tell their own stories 
onscreen. NGATI (1987) was the first feature film directed 
and written by Maori, with a primarily Maori cast. Barry 
Barclay’s direction paired with Tama Poata’s script 
presented the archetypal East Coast story, with an 
ensemble cast lead by Wi Kuki Kaa. Each went on to sustain 
careers in film, Barry going on to direct three more features 
and a number of documentary works, Wi Kuki in further 
features and shorts, his last starring role in River Queen. 
 

The second feature film directed and written by Maori was 
ONCE WERE WARRIORS (1994). It was a stunner. It broke 
box office records, and made stars of Rena Owen, Cliff 
Curtis and Temuera Morrison. On the strength of their 
performances, this trio of actors were able to seek out and 
get work in Hollywood, often in ethnic character roles and, 
curiously, science fiction epics. Director Lee Tamahori has 
since had ups and downs in Hollywood, but his current 
upswing is the story of the son of Saddam Hussein, “The 
Devil’s Double” which premiered at Sundance this year. 
 

The impact of ONCE WERE WARRIORS were cultural and 
were broad. Lee Tamahori’s adaptation of the Alan Duff 
novel held nothing back and put a warts and all mirror up 
to Maori society and the kiwi underclass. The film dealt 
with issues of gangs, crime, disaffection, rape, sexism, 
incest and family violence and it sent a powerful message 
that embracing our traditional Maori culture, living within a 
tikanga-based whanau-connected framework, is a genuine 
and real way to escape from this vicious circle. 
 

The cultural impact of Don Selwyn’s MAORI MERCHANT OF 
VENICE (2002) were similarly significant for our culture, but 
in a much gentler way. This two and a half hour 
Shakespeare adaptation silenced doubters and drew fluent 
Reo speaking audiences to cinemas across the country, the 
first feature fully scripted and presented in Te Reo Maori. 
Two years later, Maori Television was launched, and 
suddenly  we had gone from two hours of “ghetto” Sunday 
morning Reo programming on TVNZ to a whole bilingual 
channel presenting news, documentaries, talk shows, game 
shows, sports and karaoke competitions in primetime. 
 

WHALE RIDER (2002) was released not long after Maori 
Merchant of Venice. Some in the Maori film-making 
community argue that this is not a Maori film, having been 
directed by a Pakeha. I tend to agree, but only in one 
respect. WHALE RIDER is first and foremost a Woman’s 
film, and then secondly a Maori film. Niki Caro’s adaptation 
of Witi Ihimaera’s children’s book is an uncompromising 

magical realism feminist fable that sings the song of 
Tangaroa. It’s worth noting that Niki Caro’s next film was 
NORTH COUNTRY, a powerful story where Charlize 
Theron’s character – in the great spirit of Paikea – refused 
to accept sexual harassment and inequity as a woman. 
 

WHALE RIDER made an Oscar-nominated star and celebrity 
of Keisha Castle Hughes, following in the teen acting 
footsteps of Anna Paquin in Jane Campion’s THE PIANO. 
Keisha has gone on to a number of acting roles in Israel, 
Australia, and France, including one playing the Virgin 
Mary, though surprisingly none in a Maori role to date. 
 

Also making an appearance at the Oscars – though asleep 
at the time – was Taika Waititi. His Oscar-nominated short 
TWO CARS, ONE NIGHT (2004) finally came to full cinematic 
fruition with the release of BOY (2010) last year. We played 
the two films one after the other at a packed Taihoa Marae; 
and you could see once again that, like a modern-day Maui, 
Taika had the storytelling gift from day one. BOY’s box 
office smashing success was a surprise, his continuing 
ability to capture audiences heart and soul was not. Taika is 
starring with Ryan Reynolds and Temuera Morrison this 
June in GREEN LANTERN, and has also just had his 
television pilot picked up by MTV USA. 
 

The documentary is DAY 507 (1978). We still reel from 
Merata Mita’s sudden passing a year ago, but the film 
works that she has left behind are taonga that tell the story 
of a nation and a generation. Merata bore witness to the 
eviction of Ngati Whatua from their ancestral land on May 
25, 1978, and she chose to record this on film with the 
support of the people of the land. Riveting, 
groundbreaking, heartbreaking. 
 

Merata had just returned to Aotearoa to work and produce 
and mentor many emerging young Maori film makers. And 
it is there that the legacy must continue. Barry Barclay, 
Tama Poata, Wi Kuki Kaa, Don Selwyn and Merata Mita, our 
forebears of Maori film, film-making and storytelling have 
passed to the spirit world, but the vision persists.  
 

Today, looking at the WAIROA MAORI FILM FESTIVAL 
programme for 2011, we have the talent, we have the 
commitment and we have the stories to keep putting 
ourselves uncompromisingly onscreen. Actors like Temuera 
Morrison in TRACKER, Pete Smith in HUGH AND HEKE, 
Rangimoana Taylor in HOOK LINE & SINKER. Director 
Michael Bennett with his first feature film MATARIKI. New 
short film directors like Rachel House, Nathaniel Hinde, 
Tammy Davis and Kararaina Rangihau. 
 

The kaupapa laid down for the WAIROA MAORI FILM 
FESTIVAL was to celebrate and support Maori film and film 
making talent, leading the way as indigenous film makers, 
and striving to achieve as global film makers. We celebrate 
the achievements of this year’s Maori film and acting 
community, and look forward to more films in future – a 
second feature completely in Te Reo, a 3D science fiction 
fantasy film with Taniwha and Turehu, and another 
blockbuster from Taika Waititi. GIRL? 
 
 
 
 
 

- Leo Koziol, Festival Director 
Wairoa Maori Film Festival



THURSDAY 2ND JUNE 2011: TAIHOA MARAE, WAIROA 
 

3 PM OFFICIAL FESTIVAL POWHIRI 
3 PM (Powhiri) & 4 PM (Dinner) Venue: Taihoa Marae, Wairoa 
Join us at Taihoa Marae for the Official Powhiri & Welcome Dinner. 
 

 

Special Presentation: 

5 PM TRINITY ROOTS: MUSIC IS CHOICE 
Director Sarah Hunter NZ 2010 70 mins EP Gareth Moon & Will Moore 
 

 “Sarah Hunter’s music-filled documentary is a sharp and lively 
memento of the jazz-inflected Wellington reggae unit TrinityRoots. 
Lead singer/guitarist Warren Maxwell, Rio Hunuki-Hemopo and Riki 
Gooch formed TrinityRoots in the early 90s and sang their last of their 
plaintive, drifting three-way harmonies at the Wellington Town Hall in 
February 2005 in a sellout concert to raise relief funds for the Boxing Day Tsunami. In interviews shot soon after the break-up, 
the band members look back with unassuming pleasure and good humour on the way things usually came together for them – 
such things as two much appreciated albums, True and Home Land and Sea with its anthemic title track protesting the seabed 
and foreshore legislation and the purchase of land by overseas interests. The film draws on generous footage of the band 
rehearsing, recording and performing, along with friendly testimony from critics, collaborators and their mums.” — Bill Gosden 
 

 

6.15 PM WAIROA MAORI FILM NIGHT 
A selection of short films followed by feature film “Tracker” $10 ticket, $5 kids/kaumatua. 
Tonight’s presentation is a community fundraiser for Taihoa Marae Committee. 
 

MEMORIES OF MOKO 
Director Ben Cowper New Zealand 2011 3 mins 
 

Happy memories as Moko the dolphin plays in Gisborne river. 
 

TAKU RAKAU E  
Director Kararaina Rangihau (Tuhoe, Te Arawa) NZ 2010 15 mins Producer Merata Mita 
 

“The song Taku Rakau E is said to have been written by the revered Tuhoe composer Mihikitekapua in 1873 when she was over 
100 years old. In this beautiful depiction of the song, warring nations fight over the breathtaking and treasured region around 
Lake Waikaremoana. This inspiring film captures the strength of Mihikitekapua’s spirit, the ancient art of storytelling and the 
significance of this sacred melody which has survived through generations.” – ImagineNative Canada 
 

Director Biography: Kararaina Rangihau (Tuhow and Te Arawa) has created film, television, radio and stage productions 
dedicated to the revitalization of Māori language and culture. 
 

THE FIRST STAGE IS DISBELIEF 
Director Nathaniel Hinde New Zealand 2011 8 mins 
A young man dying of cancer returns home to break the news to his sister. 
 

THE WINTER BOY 
Director Rachel House NZ 2010 8 mins Producer Hineani Melbourne Writer Kylie Meehan EP Tearepa Kahi, Quinton Hita 
A Mother tries to comfort her grieving son, but an outing to the local aquarium places further strain on their troubled 
relationship - until her son finds a reason to let his mother in again. Cast: Tahei Simpson and Te Aho Whitu (“Rocky” from “Boy”). 
 

EBONY SOCIETY 
Tammy Davis New Zealand 2010 15 mins Producer Ainsley Gardiner Co-Producer Chelsea Winstanley 
Cast: James Ru, Darcy Ray Flavell, Duane Wichman-Evans, Aaliyah Papata, Kirk Torrance, Desray Armstrong, Nu’u Savelio 
 

By night Vinnie and Jonah drift through the streets of Auckland, stealing and spraying tags wherever they happen to be. One 
night Vinnie decides that he has had enough. But Jonah forces him to continue. Soon after, they climb into a house – and this 
unexpectedly puts their friendship to the test. 
 

Director Biography: Born in Wanganui, New Zealand, Tammy Davis (“Munter” in “Outrageous Fortune”) moved to Auckland in 
1987. He took up acting at Northland Polytech and worked as an actor. He garnered his directing experience working as an 
assistant director on shorts by writer Hone Kouka and as a stage director. 
 

KORO’S MEDAL 
James Barr New Zealand 2011 15 mins Writer Simon Paniora 
When Billy loses his grandfather’s precious war medal, getting it back is the least of his worries. 
 

POI E (Remix for “BOY”) 5 mins 
The classic 80s kapa haka breakdancing classic, updated to the 21st Century, Boy-styles. 



 
 
7.30 PM FEATURE: TRACKER 
Director Ian Sharp UK/New Zealand 2011 102 mins Writer Nicolas van Pallandt  
Cast: Ray Winstone, Temuera Morrison, Andy Anderson, Mark Mitchinson 
 
An ex-Boer war guerrilla in New Zealand is sent out to bring back a Maori accused of killing a British soldier. Starring Temuera 
Morrison and Ray Winstone in this gripping Kiwi thriller. 
 
“TRACKER is an action thriller set in colonial New Zealand, starring Ray Winstone as an ex-Boer War master tracker aiming to 
collect the bounty on a Maori seaman (Temuera Morrison) who has gone bush after being accused of murdering a British 
soldier. Kereama (Morrison) and Arjan (Winstone) test their wits and bushcraft skills against each other in a life or death game of 
cat and mouse through the varied landscape of New Zealand. Kereama is repeatedly caught by the master tracker but manages 
to continually escape before Arjan can claim the bounty. The pair gradually come to know and respect each other but as 
Kereama continues to protest his innocence to Arjan, a British possee intent on capturing and hanging the seaman is hot on the 
trail, following close behind.” – Flicks.co.nz 
 
Directed by Ian Sharp ('Mrs Caldicot's Cabbage War', 'RPM', 'Who Dares Wins'). 
 
 

 



FRIDAY 3RD JUNE 2011: KAHUNGUNU MARAE, NUHAKA 
 

9.30 AM NUHAKA MIHI WHAKATAU 
Join us at Kahungunu Marae in Nuhaka for the mihi whakatau of our four day film festival. 
 
 

10 AM WAIROA MAORI FILM HUI 
Join us for our hui on the future of native culture and storytelling. Learn how to expose your audiences globally. Skype with film 
makers in Australia, Hawaii and Sweden. Learn how our stories and narratives can thrive and survive in the global marketplace. 
 

10.00 am Korero Mo Te Whare Tipuna “Kahungunu” 
 

11.00 am 
11.30 am 
 

Presentation from NZ Film Commission 
Presentation from Te Paepae Ataata Maori Film Fund 
 

12.00 pm  
 

Lunch 

12.30 pm Stream 1: Introduction to Film Making (Beginners) 
 

12.30 pm Maori Screenwriting Workshop (Experienced) 
 

3.30 pm Plenary Discussion 
 

4.00 pm Special Screening (See Below) 
 

 
 

4 PM AND THE RIVER FLOWS ON (Y EL RÍO SIGUE CORRIENDO) 
Director Carlos Efraín Pérez Rojas Mexico 2010 70 mins Spanish with English subtitles 
 

Indigenous communities south of Acapulco unify to protect their farms against the building of a hydroelectric dam. “Since 2003, 
the Mexican government has been pushing to build the La Parota hydro-electric dam in Guerrero, which would flood several 
communities south of Acapulco, dislocating the Indigenous people who live there. As many campesinos rise up in opposition to 
the dam, tensions run high in the communities and violence escalates. In vérité style, Rojas creates an intimate and inspiring 
documentary of the people stuck in the midst of the conflict and their courage to stand up for the love of their homeland, even 
in the face of violence and loss of life.” – ImagineNative Canada 
 

Director Biography: Carlos Efraín Pérez Rojas’s (Mixe) works focus on Indigenous people, social movements and human rights. 
His previous documentaries Mirando Hacia Dentro (2005) and A Cieolo Abierto (2007) have screened at imagineNATIVE. In 2002 
he received a Media Arts Fellowship from the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations and in 2005 he won the Reebok Human Rights 
Award.  
 

 
 
 

5.00 PM DINNER ($10 per person) 
 

 



 

Special Presentation: 

6.00 PM MAORI ROMANCE: NUHAKA ARCHIVAL FILMS (Free Entry) 
 

A selection of archival films about Nuhaka, including scenes from BROKEN BARRIER. 
 

6.15 PM MAORI ROMANCE: TE PO URIURI 
Toby Mills NZ 2001 14 mins (Free) Producer Norman Elder, Toby Mills 
 

TE PO URIURI (The Enveloping Night) is the story of Awatea, a young warrior, who is enraged  
when his lover Te Po, a high-born chief's daughter, enters an arranged marriage.  
Retribution is swift and brutal. With Wi Kuki Kaa. 
 

6.30 PM MAORI ROMANCE: KAHU & MAIA 
Director Karen Sidney NZ 58 mins (Free) 
 

Maia (Vanessa Rare) is caught between past and present when Kahu (Cliff Curtis)  
threatens to come between her and her husband. 
 
 

7.30 PM NUHAKA MAORI FILM NIGHT 
A selection of short films followed by feature film “Matariki” $10 ticket, $5 kids/kaumatua, 
fundraiser for Kahungunu Marae Committee. See Friday night programme for full film synopses. 
 

MEMORIES OF MOKO // Ben Cowper New Zealand 2011 3 mins  
TAKU RAKAU E // Kararaina Rangihau New Zealand 2010 15 mins 

THE FIRST STAGE IS DISBELIEF // Nathaniel Hinde New Zealand 2011 8 mins 

THE WINTER BOY // Rachel House New Zaland 2010 8 mins 

EBONY SOCIETY // Tammy Davis New Zealand 2010 15 mins 

KORO’S MEDAL // James Barr New Zealand 2011 15 mins 

POI E // (Remix for “BOY”) 5 mins 
 
 

Intermission 
 

 

8.30 PM FEATURE FILM: MATARIKI 
Director Michael Bennett New Zealand 2010 93 mins Producer Fiona Copland DOP Alun Bollinger 
Writer Michael Bennett and Gavin Strawhan Original Writer Gavin Strawhan, Michael Bennett and IaHeto Ah Hi 
Cast Jason Wu, Susana Tang, Sara Wiseman, Jarod Rawiri, Edwin Wright, Jason Wu, Alix Bushnell 
 

“Just as the stars of the Pleiades constellation come together to mark the Matariki – the Maori New Year and a time of new 
beginnings – so too do the five intersecting stories of Michael Bennett’s first feature film merge into a fascinating portrait of a 
community. 
 

It is New Year’s Eve and Gunge (Edwin Wright) finds that his debt to a ruthless drug dealer sets off a chain of events that rip 
through his South Auckland neighbourhood. After bravely intervening in a beating, star rugby player Tama (Mark Ruka) finds his 
own life in jeopardy. His wife, Megan (Sara Wiseman), comes into conflict with Tama’s Maori family over decisions concerning 
his care. Tama’s brother Rick (Jarod Rawiri) is so rocked by the tragedy that he is forced to confront his own secrets and his 
allegiance to Maori values.  
 

Meanwhile, teenaged Aleki (Jason Wu) struggles to find his identity in a new home. Transplanted from a small island in the 
South Pacific to the vibrant, multicultural community of South Auckland, Aleki feels caught between his father’s traditional 
values and the temptations of his new culture. Nearby, Lisa (Alix Bushnell), who is nine months pregnant and devoted to her 
drug addicted boyfriend, begins to suspect that he may not 
make the best father for her baby. 
 

The problems and fears of this remarkably disparate group 
intertwine to form a compelling sphere of hope and 
transcendence. Renowned cinematographer Alun Bollinger (a 
favourite of director Peter Jackson) masterfully captures the 
gritty shadows of a crime in-progress, the harsh neon of a 
hospital room and the soft intimate lamplight of a lover’s bed. 
Building on the success of his notable short films Cow and 
Kerosense Creek, Bennett focuses on the triumphs and crises of 
these unknowingly connected individuals to reveal the evolving 
mosaic of a culture and a city on the cusp of transformation.” 
 

Jane Schoettle – Toronto International Film Festival 



SATURDAY 4TH JUNE 2011: KAHUNGUNU MARAE, NUHAKA 
 

Today’s film screenings are at Kahungunu Marae, Nuhaka, from 9 am to 5.15 p.m. 
Tickets are either $5 per screening or $10 for a full day pass (Under 5 Free). 
 

 

9 AM THE VOICE OF THE MAPUCHE 
Pablo Fernandez & Andrea Henriquez Argentina ChIle 2008 113 min 
 

This independent film is the Mapuche vision of the world ...it is 
the basis to understand their struggle, to hold on to their art 
and culture, to stop the encroachment of modern 
multinationals. The Mapuche defeated the Spanish Crown 
invaders, and do not recognise the border that Chile and 
Argentine have tried to impose. Presently, the struggle is 
focused on maintaining the identity as a people and stopping 
the encroachment of multinational corporations in Mapuche 
ancestral territory. The music the paintings the poetry, 
language, rituals traditions and strength of Nature and 
Ancestors are present in the “Voice of the Mapuche”. This 
independent Documentary is the Mapuche vision of the world 
..it is the basis to understand the struggle. 
 
 

 
 
11 AM RUSSIAN SNARK 
Director Stephen Sinclair New Zealand 2010 78 mins RATED M - violence, offensive language, nudity Producer Liz DiFiore 
Cast: Elena Stejko, Stephen Papps, Stephanie Tauevihi, Peter Rowley, Gary Volk, Greg Johnson 
 

Misha a Russian Film-maker sets sail in a lifeboat with his wife Nadia to NZ to pursue his career but soon realises his new home is 
no more receptive to his ideas than Russia and increasingly withdraws into himself and descends into madness. 
 

“Screenwriter Stephen Sinclair turns writer/director with this bittersweet comedy about two refugee artists from Russia getting 
to grips with life in the South Pacific. The unworldly Misha and his vivacious wife Nadia leave their homeland in search of peace 
of mind and aesthetic freedom, landing like hopeful aliens in contemporary Auckland. Misha heads to the beach and immerses 
himself in experimental filmmaking, framing luminous B&W images of naked bodies on rocky foreshores. Nadia adjusts to her 
shiny new environment more pragmatically, but life as Misha’s muse, model and breadwinner takes its toll. Stephen Papps 
(speaking Russian!) charms and vexes as the soulful man-child, while Elena Stejko brings a glowing blonde vitality to her every 
scene. Stephanie Tauevihi provides a sweet taste of Kiwi, as the unhappily separated PI neighbour who reaches out to Misha at 
his most forlorn, and brings him gently back to earth.” — Bill Gosden, NZ Film Festival 
 
 

12.30 PM LUNCH ($10 per person) 
 

 

  



1.00 PM THE NEW BLACK 
The New Black is a series of seven new short films, 
minutes long, made by Indigenous writers, directors and producers. The 
series features the directorial debuts of Deborah Mailman (Ralph) and 
Leah Purcell (Aunty Maggie & The Womba Wakgun). Presented by 
Flickerfest (75 mins total), these films premiered at the Message Sticks 
Indigenous Film Festival, Sydney Opera House, 2009.
 

RALPH // 10 mins Director Deborah Mailman (Maori/Aboriginal)
For ten year old Madeline, it takes more than just dreaming to survive, 
it takes a friend. 
 

THE FARM // 11 mins Director Romaine Morton
A young girl named Olivia longs to know the people who came before 
her, prompting landscape imbued with mystery and treasure, urging 
her mother Lauren to confront her own beliefs when faced with living 
histories woven throughout the countryside.
 
 

PARTY SHOES // 11 mins Director Michelle Blanchard
When Patsy is confronted by her 10 year old daughter’s fascination 
with letters, she is forced to deal with her own obsession.
 
 

JACOB // 12 mins Director Dena Curtis 
Gina, a young Aboriginal mother finds herself in a predicament when 
her husband Max returns home and learns the truth about baby Jacob.
 
 

NIA’S MELANCHOLY // 11 mins Director SF Tulsa
A young Yalanji girl tragically loses her sister. This is the tale of her 
descent into melancholy and her journey of redemption.
 
 

BURKE BOY // 11 mins Director Adrian Willis 
A father and adopted troubled teenage son take a trip to the son’s 
birthplace of Bourke, where they try to find the right words to say to 
each other before it’s too late. 
 
 

AUNTY MAGGIE & THE WOMBA WAKGUN 
Aunty Maggie and Uncle Peter struggle to feed their three nephews. 
The arrival of some chickens provides a new food source…eggs! When 
the new rooster becomes more of a headache and nearly 
Maggie’s quick thinking shocks the family and makes her famous.
 

 
 ( 2.15 PM BREAK )  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The New Black is a series of seven new short films, each around 10 
minutes long, made by Indigenous writers, directors and producers. The 
series features the directorial debuts of Deborah Mailman (Ralph) and 
Leah Purcell (Aunty Maggie & The Womba Wakgun). Presented by 

s premiered at the Message Sticks 
Indigenous Film Festival, Sydney Opera House, 2009. 

// 10 mins Director Deborah Mailman (Maori/Aboriginal) 
For ten year old Madeline, it takes more than just dreaming to survive, 

mins Director Romaine Morton 
A young girl named Olivia longs to know the people who came before 
her, prompting landscape imbued with mystery and treasure, urging 
her mother Lauren to confront her own beliefs when faced with living 

t the countryside. 

// 11 mins Director Michelle Blanchard 
When Patsy is confronted by her 10 year old daughter’s fascination 
with letters, she is forced to deal with her own obsession. 

Aboriginal mother finds herself in a predicament when 
her husband Max returns home and learns the truth about baby Jacob. 

// 11 mins Director SF Tulsa 
A young Yalanji girl tragically loses her sister. This is the tale of her 

o melancholy and her journey of redemption. 

 
A father and adopted troubled teenage son take a trip to the son’s 
birthplace of Bourke, where they try to find the right words to say to 

AUNTY MAGGIE & THE WOMBA WAKGUN // Director Leah Purcell 
Aunty Maggie and Uncle Peter struggle to feed their three nephews. 
The arrival of some chickens provides a new food source…eggs! When 
the new rooster becomes more of a headache and nearly dies, Aunty 
Maggie’s quick thinking shocks the family and makes her famous. 



2.30 PM LANI’S STORY 
Genevieve Grieves Australia 2009 51 Mins 
 

A moving and intimate portrait of a young 
Aboriginal woman’s journey from victim to 
victor, from a broken and violent 
relationship to discovering the redemptive 
power of love. 
 

“Beaten, raped and severely brutalized, 
the horrific details of one tragic night are 
burned into Lani’s memory forever. But 
Lani refuses to be victimized by the 
violence that’s scarred her. Instead, she’s 
dedicated her life to ending the cycle of 
brutality that’s plagued her family for generations. This heroic tale of one woman’s public fight to expose domestic abuse is a 
testament to the healing powers of love. A redemptive and deeply personal portrayal of resilience and strength, Lani’s Story 
pays tribute to all the courageous women who’ve survived violence in their lives.” – ImagineNative Canada  
 

Director Biography: Genevieve Grieves is a filmmaker and artist of the Worimi Nation of New South Wales, Australia. She has 
produced for the SBS series First Australians, and has directed and written content for their website. She is a post-graduate 
alumni of the University of Melbourne. 
 
 

( 3.30 PM BREAK ) 
 
 

3.45 PM THIS IS HER Director Katie Wolfe NZ 2009 12 min 
As she watches her younger self in the throes of childbirth, Evie sarcastically recounts what 
life has in store for her new baby daughter, her doting husband and the six-year-old who will 
one day steal his affections and destroy Evie’s life. 
 
 

4 PM NIGHTS IN THE GARDEN OF SPAIN Director Katie Wolfe 76 min NZ 2011 
 

Calvin Tuteao plays David, a businessman and father with a secret.  Complicating matters is his family's roots in the Maori 
culture, which disapproves of homosexuality. One night, his mother (Vicky Haughton) catches him kissing a young male actor, 
leading David to reveal the truth to his family. Katie Wolfe directs this film with a unique combination of sensitivity and honesty, 
showing us that it takes great courage to finally live life on our own terms. 
 
Based on the original novel NIGHTS IN THE GARDEN OF SPAIN by Witi Ihimaera. 
 

Director Biography: Katie Wolfe is from Taranaki and is Ngati Tama, Ngati Mutunga and Pakeha. She has been involved in the 
New Zealand performing arts and screen industries for the past 15 years. This is Her, Katie’s first short film, screened at 
Sundance and received the Best Audience Award at the Prague Film Festival and Best Short Film at the St. Tropez Antipodes Film 
Festival. 
 
 
 

  



7.00 PM KORE / TAHI / TAHI MULTIMEDIA INSTALLATION 
Join us at the Awards night reception, be there for the opening of an installation of multimedia film screenings including works 
by Tanya Ruka, Michelle Lee, Tanu Gago and Anstein Mikkelsen. Multimedia works to be presented include: 
 
THE DANCING VIRGIN Sami 15 minutes Director Anstein Mikkelsen 
 

This experimental dance film is inspired by an old narrative that names the Northern Light as the souls of dead virgins dancing 
through the sky. The Northern Light, a dancer and a Sami Reindeer herder are the main characters in this experimental dance 
film, inspired by an old narrative that names the Northern Light as the souls of dead virgins dancing through the sky. The film is 
developed by improvisations in co-operation between filmmaker and dancer, and the music is based upon recordings of ice 
needles moving in the wind on Arctic Lakes in Spring. 
 
TANYA RUKA Tawhirimatea 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

7.30 PM MANA WAIROA AWARDS & DINNER EVENING WITH “BLUE SMOKE” KARAOKE 
 
Tickets $40 including musical concert, dinner and drinks. 
 
Maori film awards and Nuhaka musical evening. Join us with our guest film makers and actors from near and far for the Festival 
Awards Dinner at Kahungunu Marae in Nuhaka. MC Te Hamua Nikora from “Homai Te Pakipaki.” 
 
Awards to be presented this evening include: 
 

• Best Male Actor – Short Film (Aotearoa Drama) 
• Best Female Actor – Short Film (Aotearoa Drama) 
• Best Male Actor – Feature Film (Aotearoa Drama) 
• Best Female Actor – Feature Film (Aotearoa Drama) 
• Best International Indigenous Entry (2011 Festival) 
• Best Aotearoa Feature Drama (2011 Festival) 
• Festival Prize (Best Overall Entry Festival 2011) 

 
Followed by “BLUE SMOKE” Karaoke Evening with MC Te Hamua Nikora & Karaoke With Dj Hazaduz. 
 
 

 
  



SUNDAY 5TH JUNE 2011: KAHUNGUNU MARAE, NUHAKA 
 
Today’s screenings are from 11 am to 5 p.m. Tickets are either $5 a screening or $10 day pass. 
 
 

10.00 AM BRUNCH FOR FILM MAKERS ($10 per person) 
Join us for a relaxed brunch with our guest film makers and manuhiri. 
 
 

11 AM HOKIANGA HARBOUR TANIWHA TALE Ron London Haretuku 20 mins 
An animated the story of the formation of Hokianga Harbour. Writer Ross Gregory. 
 
 

11.20 AM OUR GENERATION Sinem Saban & Damien Curtis Australia 2010 73 Mins 
 
Hidden from the world’s eyes, Australia’s First Peoples are fighting for freedom. This film is their call to the nation, a fresh 
unflinching look at unresolved issues, driven by Yolngu of NE Arnhem. 
 
The project started out in June 2007, in response to the Howard Government’s controversial ‘Emergency Intervention’ into 
Aboriginal communities in Australia’s remote Northern Territory. All in the name of ‘protecting children’, the Intervention took 
away all existing Aboriginal land rights, suspended the Racial Discrimination Act and placed over 70 communities under 
compulsory government control. Subsequent government measures have had little to do with directly improving the wellbeing 
of children, but instead have disempowered traditional owners, opened up access to valuable Aboriginal land, and sought to 
forcibly assimilate Aboriginal culture. 
 
No Aboriginal people living in these communities have had any say in these decisions being made about their lives, their lands 
and their future. And mainstream media has ignored their voices, and their plight. 
 
In February 2008, the Labor government made a much-publicised National Apology for previous injustices wrought upon the 
Australia’s First Peoples. Since then, however, it has continued to undermine their human and cultural rights; in particular their 
rights to have proper access to basic services, to maintain their own languages, to be involved in the decisions that affect them, 
and to remain living on their ancestral homelands. 
 
On 13th March 2009, the United Nations Committee on Human Rights declared that Australian Government policy was in breach 
of international law. Following such international shame, the Australian Government quickly endorsed the United Nations 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, only to continue to breach many of its articles in subsequent policies. 
 
The film has developed into a powerful journey into Australia’s indigenous relations, from colonisation until the present day. It 
looks at Australia’s ongoing policies of paternalism and assimilation, explains the real issues underlying Indigenous disadvantage 
in this “lucky” country, and upholds the right of First Australians to dignity, culture and empowerment in their own country. 
 
Featuring the voices of youth, men, women and elders from remote communities in the Northern Territory, Aboriginal leaders 
and personalities from across the country, as well as academics, lawyers and international activists, the film opens the way for 
dialogue on how Australia can move forward with genuine respect and partnership with its First Peoples. Into a future where 
solutions come from working together, rather than being dictated from Parliament thousands of kilometres away. A movement 
is building across the country to stand up for what is right for the oldest living culture on Earth. This film is at the heart of that 
movement. 
 
Sinem Saban: Writer, Producer, Director. Sinem has had a lifelong passion for Aboriginal rights. With a degree in Media, Legal 
and Aboriginal Studies, she has been working in Aboriginal communities in Arnhem Land, Northern Territory, for the last 10 
years, as a teacher and human rights activist. Previous filmmaking includes the documentary “I Know I’m Not Alone”� (Dir. 
Michael Franti, 2006) on the human costs of war in Iraq, Palestine and Israel. She also co-wrote and directed the first feature 
length film made by an Australian school, entitled “Premonition” (2003). 
 
Damien Curtis: Writer, Producer. Damien has been working for the last 10 years in empowering tribal peoples to protect their 
culture and ancestral lands. His previous experiences include working with indigenous communities in the rainforests of Guyana, 
the Colombian Amazon and in various parts of Africa, with the Gaia Foundation, UNESCO and others. With degrees in 
Anthropology and Environment & Development, he is committed to strengthening cultural diversity as the foundation for 
human and environmental wellbeing. 
 



 

 
 

12.20 PM FOR 7 GENERATIONS Directors Bruce Hart & Carole Hart, USA 2010 73 mins 
 

13 Indigenous Grandmothers, shamans and medicine women from around the world, have been called together to share their 
sacred wisdom and earth-based healing. Local Rongomaiwahine kuia Pauline Tangiora is an ambassador for the 13 Indigenous 
Grandmothers group. 
 

In 2004, thirteen Indigenous Grandmothers from all four corners moved by their concern for our planet, came together at a 
historic gathering, where they decided to form an alliance: The International Council of Thirteen Indigenous Grandmothers. This 
is their story. Four years in-the-making and shot on location in the Amazon rainforest, the mountains of Mexico, North America, 
and at a private meeting with the Dalai Lama in India, For the Next 7 Generations follows what happens when these wise 
women unite. Facing a world in crisis, they share with us their visions of healing and a call for change now, before it's too late. 
This film documents their unparalleled journey and timely perspectives on a timeless wisdom. 
 

For the Next 7 Generations is directed and produced by Emmy and Peabody Award-winning filmmaker, Carole Hart, narrated by 
actress and activist Ashley Judd, and includes a moving original score by Emmy Award-winning composer Peter Buffett. 
 

 

2.00 PM DEAD CREEK Benjamin Southwell Australia 2010 10 mins Producer Jillian White 

To save his Uncle and protect the land from bloody revenge a young suburbanised aboriginal man, must re-imprison a powerful 
warrior spirit from the dreamtime. 
 

 

2.15 PM HOOK LINE AND SINKER 
Directors Andrea Bosshard & Shane Loader NZ 2011 108 Mins 
Cast: Rangimoana Taylor, Geraldine Brophy, Carmel McGlone, Matthew Chamberlain,  
Eli Kent, Alan Palmer, KC Kelly, Elizabeth McMenamin, Dame Kate Harcourt 
 

PJ (Rangimoana Taylor) is a truckdriver with pride in his job. His life with partner 
Ronnie (Carmel McGlone) and her two kids seems to be going well, until his life 
suddenly unravels. 
 

“Grassroots, New Zealand drama shot on Wellington's south coast. From the 
makers of 2008 micro-budget feature Taking the Waewae Express, and developed 
using the cast improvisations methods of British director Mike Leigh. PJ 
(Rangimoana Taylor, Waewae Express) is a truck driver with a workingman's pride 
in his job. His partner Ronnie (Carmel McGlone, Predicament), her two kids 
bordering on adulthood, singing at the local pub and fishing with his mate Jono 
form the backbone of his modest existence. But when he fails a mandatory eye test 
and loses his driving licence, PJ's life unravels. In the face of his imminent future as 
a blind man, the ever pragmatic Ronnie upscales her wedding dress business with 
the help of her ambitious older sister Bernadette (Geraldine Brophy, Second-Hand 
Wedding) to become the breadwinner. But PJ, refusing to accept the loss of his 
sight, takes everyone on a tumultuous emotional journey to the very edge... This 
independent production was made with a crew of 13, a cast of 100, 38 locations, 5 
weeks shooting, immense community goodwill, and cost less than $40,000.” – 
Flicks.co.nz 



4.00 PM HIDING BEHIND THE GREEN SCREEN  
Paora Joseph New Zealand 2011 48 mins 
 

Four young men, addicted to marijuana… a passion for music…. Can they 
break free? This innovative, experimental and creative documentary seeks 
to bring awareness of the marijuana culture of New Zealand’s youth 
population. Four indigenous youths are given the opportunity to be 
mentored by two accomplished Maori musicians. They embark on a 
journey to the courthouse where the Judge, musicians and young men 
meet for the first time. Parihaka, a Maori village famous for passive 
resistance, provides a spiritual platform to share the trauma of the past 
and transform painful memories into music. 
 

 

5 PM DINNER ($10/ticket) 
 
 

6.30 PM SUNDAY NIGHT DOUBLE FEATURE 
($10/Ticket $5/children & kaumatua) 
 

6.30 PM HUGH AND HEKE Restan Griffiths NZ 2010 87 Mins Cast: Geoffrey Dolan, Pete Smith, Sarah McLeod, Shara Connelly 
 

Two families go to the beach for their summer 
holidays. The men draw two lines in sand to 
separate the families – will these lines be 
crossed, and Hugh and Heke learn to get 
along? 
 
Hugh's family of five arrive on a deserted beach 
for a quiet holiday after his doctor orders him 
to relax and let go of his stress. But that's hard 
to do when Heke, a big Maori guy, and his tribe 
of five, pull up and park right next to him with 
all his noise and chaos. Hugh's had enough. 
Heke draws a line in the sand. Now each has 
their own territory. It seems that centuries 
later nothing much has changed in regard to 
the ownership of land in New Zealand.  But Hugh and Heke have no control over their women, or their kids, who don't want to 
be any part of their surrogated group.  When they're ordered by their wives to catch dinner, the two men are forced to go 
fishing together and bring home a fish or else. But when they snag the same fish, it's Heke, the Maori, who claims his fishing 
rights. Their new friendship is now short lived, until Heke realizes it's not about dinner, it's about the woman holding out on sex, 
if they don't become friends and bring home dinner they're in for a even longer dry spell.  
 

 

( 7.45 PM Intermission ) 
 
 

8.00 PM ENCORE SCREENING: TRACKER // Ian Sharp UK/New Zealand 2010 102 mins Rating: PG 
Producer: David Burns, Trevor Haysom EP: Stephanie Pettigrew, Sue Cook, Gareth Wiley, Richard Fletcher Screenplay: Nicolas van Pallandt 
 

“From British director Ian Sharp comes an impressive film following a Maori man on the run from a group of English officers 
across the stunning New Zealand wilderness. Taking place in 1902 just after the Second Boer War, this story reveals much about 
colonialism and the unlikely friendships that can be struck between hunters and their prey. 
 

Tracker begins with the story of Arjan (Ray Winstone), one of thousands of Dutch settlers who fled South Africa to 
commonwealth countries after fighting against the British at the turn of the twentieth century. After Maori Kereama (Temeura 
Morrison) is wrongly thought to have killed a British officer, he is forced to flee to the countryside. Following his trail is Arjan and 
a group of bloodthirsty officers, who would each like their share of the reward offered for Kereama’s capture. But when Arjan, 
an experienced tracker, takes his own route in an effort to find Kereama, new affinities are forged between the most unlikely of 
characters. Because both Arjan and Kereama lost their respective wars to the British, they eventually find common ground in 
their mutual sense of anger and loss. 
 

Shot on location in New Zealand and featuring magnificent vistas, the film’s wild, striking landscapes offer a stark contrast to the 
violence of colonialism present throughout the film. More than simply a lesson in colonial history, Tracker is a meditation on 
victimhood and transcendence. Tracker encourages viewers to consider what their own histories share with the persecuted 
individuals in the film. The New Zealand countryside provides the ideal backdrop for pondering the lives of these men and for 
contemplating what recourse they have to justice and healing.” Jane Schoettle – Toronto International Film Festival 
 



MONDAY JUNE 6TH 2011: KAHUNGUNU MARAE, NUHAKA 
 
$5 for Morning Screenings on today’s final day of film screenings. 
 
 

9 AM PITAQANGITTUQ Guillaume Ittukssarjuat Saladain, Félix Pharand D., Nicolas Tardif 2010 32 Mins 
 

In the arctic community of Pittaqangituq (Nunavit), the climate is warming at an alarming rate (Mockumentary). “In the isolated 
arctic community of Pitaqangittuq (Nunavut), the climate is warming at an alarming rate, but it’s inhabitants are determined to 
adapt to their changing world by utilizing their ancestral survival skills and creativity.” 
 
 

9.30 AM ESCAPELAND Oren Tirosh Israel 2008 48 mins 
 “Escapeland follows a love story that develops against-all-odds between Eshel, a 
young Israeli woman from a kibbutz and Adel, a Sudanese Muslim, a UN refugee, 
who is not allowed to enter Israel. The couple has two children, and for years now 
Eshel is forced to constantly travel between a remote beach in Sinai (Egypt) where 
Adel lives and works, and her mother's home in Kibbutz Ein-Shemer. The family 
shifts between hope for a future together, and despair about the economic and 
bureaucratic obstacles.” – FIPA France 
 

“For two years, I was filming the life of a mixed couple.The woman, Eshel, is an 
Israeli from a kibbutz, and the man, Adel, is a Sudani refugee that she meat in Sinai desert at Egypt. Adel run away from Sudan 
and lived in Sinai for 13 years, under the UN custody, as a declared refugee.For many years Eshel tried to get the permission 
from the Israeli authority's-to bring him in to Israel-with no success. They have two lovely daughters, and countless times of 
traveling to Sinai.But for the last years, consequent upon the terror attacks in Sinai-Adel could not get work as a Chef, Eshel and 
the girls could not keep coming to Sinai, and things got complicated more and more. After not seeing each other for three 
months, Adel was ordered by the police, to leave Egypt immediately duo to he's relationship with Eshel.After hiding in Cairo and 
other places, for there more months-he decided to cross the border into Israel. In the end of August 2006, at the last day of the 
second Lebanon war, after three attempts and almost getting killed-he succeed.Two days later he received temporary 
permission from the UN to stay in Israel and the family can start dreaming on a normal family life.” – Anchorage International 
Film Festival 
 

 

10.30 AM BREAK 
 

 

10.45 AM HOMEALANI Ann Marie Nalani Kirk USA/Hawaii 2011 50 mins 
 

Ann Marie Nalani Kirk discovers, through archival film, the story of her grandfather Oliver Homealani Kupua. The story is told 
through the film he shot in Hawaii 1930s-1960s, through his own writing and by interviews with family members. 
 

 

11.45 AM MOKHTAR Halima Ouardiri Canada 2010 15 mins 
Producer: Halima Ouardiri and Mila Aung-Thwin Executive Producer: Cross Daniel Screenplay: Halima Ouardiri 
 

The tale of a young boy in a remote Moroccan village as he adopts a 
fallen owl. “Based on a true story, Mokhtar recounts the tale of a 
young boy who lives with his family of goatherds in a remote, 
Moroccan village. When the boy finds a fallen owl and decides to 
keep it—despite the fact that the owl is considered a bad omen—
his new pet becomes a symbol of rebellion against his family and an 
icon of his fledgling independence. Kinship, religion and spirituality 
are all confronted in this astounding story that celebrates inner and 
outer strength.” - Magali Simard, Toronto International Film Festival 
 

“Disturbing and at the same time life affirming, Mohktar opens a 
door to childhood that adults prefer locked. Directed with an 
uncompromising vision, the film grabs the viewer by the shoulders 
and hones in precisely onto a moment where a child’s innocence is lost forever.”  
- Sudz Sutherland, Toronto International Film Festival 
 



12.00 PM KUMARI  
(The Living Goddess)  
Prina Raj Joshi Nepal 2010 8 mins (PG) 
 

Kumari is a virgin goddess to protect and 
define all human beings, worshipped as the 
source of supreme power by Hindu and 
Buddhists. 
 

“An infectious beat and kinetic editing 
capture the wonder and chaos of the 
Kumari Jatra (Indra Jatra) festival, where 
thousands clamour to glimpse a young girl 
carried through the streets of Kathmandu, 
who is revered to be the living embodiment 
of the Virgin Goddess.” – ImagineNative 
Canada 
 

Director Biography: Prina Raj Joshi (Newar) is a journalist and documentary filmmaker whose previous works include Twisin and 
Gway Maru (A Man Without Moustache), which won a special mention at the Nepal International Indigenous Film Festival and 
screened at imagineNATIVE in 2009.  
 
 

12.10 PM TAKU RAKAU E // Kararaina Rangihau (Tuhoe, Te Arawa) NZ 2010 15 mins 

The song Taku Rakau E is said to have been written by the revered Tuhoe composer Mihikitekapua in 1873. This inspiring film 
captures the strength of Mihikitekapua’s spirit. See Friday programme for full film description. 
 
 

12.30 PM CLOSING: FESTIVAL LUNCHEON & POROPOROAKI 
A final opportunity for our guests who have travelled near and far, followed by our Poroporoaki and reflections upon the 
experience that was Wairoa Maori Film Festival 2011. 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Te Roopu Whakaata Maori I Te Wairoa -  
Wairoa Maori Film Festival Society Inc. (c) 2011 

 
 



KAHUNGUNU MARAE, NUHAKA, WAIROA DISTRICT 
Corner of Ihaka Street & Mataira Street, Nuhaka Ph 06 837 8501 

 
 

TAIHOA MARAE, NORTH CLYDE, WAIROA DISTRICT 
Mahia Avenue / State Hwy 2, North Clyde, Wairoa Ph 06 838 6424 

 
 

For further information contact Festival Chairperson Huia Koziol 06 837 8854 
Festival Pass $80 for entire weekend; $120 including all meals/Marae stay 

EARLY BIRD BOOKING $60 for entire weekend; $100 including all meals/Marae stay (Before May 31) 
 

Festival Sponsored by Creative New Zealand Te Waka Toi and NZ Film Commission 
Presented by Te Taurima Whakaata Maori I Te Wairoa Inc & Native Entertainment Ltd. 

 
 



FESTIVAL AT A GLANCE 
 

 Thursday 2nd June: Wairoa Friday 3rd June: Nuhaka Saturday 4th June: Nuhaka 
9 am  9.30 am Mihi Whakatau 9 am Voice of the Mapuche 

(Argentina/Chile) 10 am  10 am to 4 pm 
Wairoa Maori Film Hui 2010 
Korero Me Te Whare Tupuna 

12 pm Lunch 
Stream 1: Intro to Film Making 
Stream 2: Maori Screenwriting 

11 am  11 am RUSSIAN SNARK (feature) 
12 pm  12.30 pm Lunch ($10/person) 
1 pm  1 pm THE NEW BLACK (Australia) 
2 pm  2.30 pm LANI’S STORY  

(Documentary) 3 pm 3 pm Official Festival Powhiri 
4 pm 4 pm Welcoming Dinner 4 pm And The River Flows On 3.45 pm THIS IS HER 

4 pm KAWA (feature) 5 pm 5 pm Trinity Roots (documentary) 5 pm Dinner ($10/person) 
6 pm 6 pm Wairoa Maori Film Night 

6 pm Matariki Short Films 
including TAKU RAKAU E 

7.30 pm Feature TRACKER Starring 
Temuera Morrison 

6 pm MAORI ROMANCE 
With KAHU AND MAIA 

 
7 pm 7 pm Kore / Tahi / Tahi Reception 
8 pm 7.30 pm Nuhaka Maori Film Night 

7.30 pm Matariki Short Film 
8.30 pm MATARIKI (Feature) 

8 pm  “Blue Smoke” - Festival 
Awards & Karaoke Evening with  

Te Hamua Nikora (Homai Te Pakipaki) 
9 pm 

10 pm 
 

 Sunday 5th June: Nuhaka Monday 6th June: Nuhaka  
9 am  9 am PITTAQANGITTUQ  

10 am 10 am Festival Brunch ($10) 9.30 am ESCAPELAND   
11 am 11 am HOKIANGA TANIWHA TALE 

11.20 am OUR GENERATION 
10.45 am HOMEALANI 

11.45 MOKHTAR, KUMARI, TAKU RAKAU E 
 

12 pm  
1 pm 12.20 pm FOR 7 GENERATIONS 12.30 pm Poroporoaki/Lunch  
2 pm 2 pm Dead Creek 

2.15 pm HOOK LINE & SINKER 
  

3 pm   
4 pm 4 PM BEHIND THE GREEN SCREEN   
5 pm 5 pm Dinner ($10/person)   
6 pm 6 pm SUNDAY NIGHT DOUBLE 

FEATURE 
6 pm HUGH AND HEKE 

Starring Pete Smith 
7.30 pm TRACKER  

Starring Temuera Morrison 

  
7 pm   
8 pm   
9 pm   

10 pm   
 

ACCOMMODATION OPTIONS 

• NUHAKA: Marae Accommodation booking, $20 / night at Kahungunu Marae (limited space) or free with Festival Pass 
$80 for entire weekend ($120 with meals). Further Marae available for group bookings (rates on request) Contact Huia 
Koziol Festival Chairperson for bookings Phone 06 837 8854. 

• MORERE: Tearooms and Camping Ground 06 837 8792, Moonlight Lodge 06 837 8824 
• MAHIA: The Quarters Mahanga 06 837 5751, Mahia Beach Motels 06 837 5830  
• MAHIA: Bach Accommodation go online to www.bookabach.co.nz 
• WAIROA: Taihoa Marae accommodation (Thursday) $20 night Contact Huia Koziol 06 837 8854 
• WAIROA: Vista Motor Lodge & Restaurant Ph. 06.838.8279, Three Oaks Motel Ph. 06.838.8204 
• WAIROA: Wairoa Riverside Motor Camp Ph. 06.838.6301 
• WAIROA: Ferry Hotel & Motel Ph. 06.838.8229 

For all your travel planning needs contact the Wairoa Visitor Information Centre: Ph. 06.838.7440. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


